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AP S山dio A巾Draw看ng Sumer Assigment
1. Draw a contour self‑portrait from an interesting angle on the cover of this 18 page
sketchbook.

2. Ilo a vertical contour drawing of a room in your hour in black fine line marker. Color

in the focal area of the drawing using only the colors on the paint strip. Glue the paint
strip into the finished project. On page 3 of sketchbook.

3. What is your favorite meal? It could be something at home or out at a restaurant.
Draw the en筒re m∽1 and be sure to overlap items you goo on the table.量suggest you take

photos using different views and work from them. Be sure to have a focal point. Page 4

4¥. ̀ Draw your hand holding an object that te服the viewer something about your
personality. Use pencil and shade in the entire drawing with full values紐om white to

哩･ Show §什o唯で叩け郡t紬d釧the p鴨e･ On p鴨e 5
5. Cr∽te a drawing o重your岨vorite piooe ofelothi皿g. May be done血penc軸or m紬ker･

Again strong contrast and fill the page. On Page 6
6. Use a the two mat boards and draw a potted plant, flowers, a tree or something else in
nature. This drawing should fill the entire area and go o鯖all four sides. Tlace this drawing

onto the other hoard. Use a marker on the white board and on the tan board use a black
marker and white pencil.

7. Draw a fruit or vegetable using the gray paper as your middle value. Overlap two views
of your se量eぐ筒on. YOU m鵬t cut open the o咄ect租血d鳳aw the血side as weⅡ湘the outside･

Outline and shade with a black sharpie pen and ue a white pencil for highlights. You may
add one other color ∬ you wish.

8. Go to yo撮れ(be and search for "捌r肋hmore Sketchbooks''and other art vidcos and e巾oy.

Do a double‑page印read of some tooh血que you le紬ned Ⅲom a web血torial･ You wⅢ be

required to explain that page to the rest of the class the first week of school. Also gcogle
studentartguide.com ‑ HeJping AタでS加den聴Ercel. There is a wealth of information on this

site about drawing and sketch血ks請o血血any eoun什ie§.

Materials needed: black Shalpie ultra一缶ne point, Shalpie Po§te冒Paint white extra‑晴れe

pointi white cohred penci量タEbo砂pencilタbal獲point pen) and whatever other art materials

you have. MichaeJ's and JoAm's have coupons online or in the Sunday paper to purchase
art materials.

Check out the College Board website for examples of AP Studio A血2D Design
portfolios･ Alsoぐheck Pintrest for Vivian Komando and Gall Russakov ‑ both have

great ideas and techniques･

The 18 page sketchbook is going to be
what you are working on in the紐st

nine weeks in A鼠重t is made of 140 1b.
index stock paper･ This pape重will be
strong enough to use all a血血ate血Is

on. pencil, marker, collage, watercolor
as well as acrylic paint.

This sketchbooks assignments will all
have something to do with you and who

you are･ We will include lists and
thumbnail sketches on the very narrow

pa8es･

Make sure you have all assignments
done by the紐st day of school as we
will begin working on yourぐontour

drawing cover the紐st day You have

seven assignments due when you
重etum･ If you spend the time over the

summer and do them to the best of your
ability you wil賞have at least債ve
quality pieces done･ Please tγ and do

one each week and not all seven the
week before school begins･

Have a great summer !
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